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a b s t r a c t
Entropy, conditional entropy andmutual information for discrete-valued randomvariables
play important roles in information theory (see Ash (1965) [8] and Cover and Thomas
(2006) [9]). Our purpose within this work is to present a strong upper bound for the
classical Shannon entropy, refining recent results from the literature. For this purpose
we have considered the work of Simic (2009) [4], where new entropy bounds based on
a new refinement of Jensen’s inequality are presented. Our work improves the basic result
of Simic through a stronger refinement of Jensen’s inequality which is then applied to
information theory.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction














the Jensen inequality, where xk ∈ I, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, are given data points and p1, p2, . . . , pn is a set of nonnegative real numbers
constrained by
j
k=1 pk = Pj. If f is concave, the preceding inequality is reversed.
In [4] a refinement of Jensen’s inequality is presented, were
j



















from which Simic obtained a bound for the entropy

H(X) :=ni=1 pi log 1pi , i.e.,










≤ log n− H(X),
where the probability distribution F is given by P(X = i) = pi, pi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with  pi = 1 and where
µ = min1≤i≤n(pi) and ν = max1≤i≤n(pi).
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2. Refinement of Simic’s inequality
We continue with a refinement of Theorem A from [4], as follows:












pµf (xµ)+ pν f (xν)+ pηf (xη)− (pµ + pν + pη)f

pµxµ + pνxν + pηxη


















µ = r and ν = s, r, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Now we will show that for any t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} − {r, s},





≤ pr f (xr)+ psf (xs)+ pt f (xt)− (pr + ps + pt)f

prxr + psxs + ptxt
pr + ps + pt

,
which is equivalent to





≥ (pr + ps + pt)f

prxr + psxs + ptxt
pr + ps + pt

and dividing by pr + ps + pt yields
pt
pr + ps + pt f (xt)+
pr + ps







prxr + psxs + ptxt
pr + ps + pt

which follows directly from Jensen’s inequality, on using the expression
prxr + psxs + ptxt
pr + ps + pt =
pr + ps
pr + ps + pt
prxr + psxs
pr + ps +
pt
pr + ps + pt xt .
Now, because the maximum, 1 ≤ µ < ν < η ≤ n, of the expression
pµf (xµ)+ pν f (xν)+ pηf (xη)− (pµ + pν + pη)f

pµxµ + pνxν + pηxη
pµ + pν + pη

is greater than or equal to
pr f (xr)+ psf (xs)+ pt f (xt)− (pr + ps + pt)f

prxr + psxs + ptxt
pr + ps + pt

we have proven the first part of the inequality.




pµf (xµ)+ pν f (xν)+ pηf (xη)− (pµ + pν + pη)f

pµxµ + pνxν + pηxη












we choose randomly three different items r, s, t ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n and we show that
pr f (xr)+ psf (xs)+ pt f (xt)− (pr + ps + pt)f

prxr + psxs + ptxt












The above inequality is equivalent to
n
i=1,i≠r,s,t
pif (xi)+ (pr + ps + pt)f

prxr + psxs + ptxt
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pixi + (pr + ps + pt)prxr + psxs + ptxtpr + ps + pt
and because the inequality is true for any r, s, t , then the inequality from the statement is also true, so we are done. 
3. Tightening by generalization
There is just one more step for concluding that the above theorem can be generalized, and by observing its proof we can






























whereµ1, µ2, . . . , µn−1 ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n are different items. Using this notationwe can rewrite the inequality from Theorem 1
as follows:














, we deduce the generalization.
Theorem 2. If f is a convex function on a interval I, xi ∈ I, 1 ≤ i ≤ n andni=1 pi = 1, then










Proof. It follows exactly the steps in the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. The entropy upper bound
A consistent work on finding new bounds for Shannon’s entropy can be found in [5–7]. Here we present a strong upper
bound for the entropy, based on Theorem 2; so, if the probability distribution F is given by P(X = i) = pi, pi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
with

pi = 1, then H(X) :=ni=1 pi log 1pi is the entropy. Using Theorem 2 we get
Theorem 3.

















Proof. Applying Theorem 2, the last inequality on the right for the function f (x) = − log x and xi = 1/pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we get
max
1≤µ1<µ2···<µn−1≤n











 ≤ log n− H(X)
and after some calculus we obtain the desired result. 
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